
Mom Mania And Me: A Roller Coaster Ride of
Love and Chaos

Being a mother is an incredible journey filled with countless emotions, challenges,
and moments of pure joy. From the moment we step into motherhood, our lives
change forever as we embrace the role of caregiver, teacher, counselor, and
superhero. However, this journey also comes with its fair share of surprises,
chaos, and sheer madness that only mothers can understand. Welcome to the
world of Mom Mania!

As a mother, I always thought I was prepared for anything life would throw at me.
From sleepless nights to changing diapers, it seemed like a manageable task.
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But little did I know that the adventure had just begun. The first day I held my little
one in my arms, I was overwhelmed with a rush of emotions that is indescribable.
It was the beginning of a roller coaster ride that showed me the true essence of
love and chaos, hand-in-hand.
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The Multitasking Wonder Woman

One of the first things you quickly learn as a mom is the art of multitasking. From
preparing meals to feeding the baby, logging into work meetings while managing
a tantrum, and attempting to find some precious me-time, mothers become
experts at juggling multiple tasks simultaneously. We are the true Wonder
Women of this world, balancing it all with a smile on our faces.

But let's not forget the chaos that comes with multitasking. While we may take
pride in our ability to handle it all, there are moments when we feel like we're on
the brink of insanity. Rushing through the grocery store with a screaming kid,
trying to answer an important work call while stepping on Legos, and desperately
searching for that lost key right before an important appointment – these are just
a few examples of the daily madness that keeps us on our toes.
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Embracing Imperfections

In the world of Mom Mania, perfection is never the goal. We quickly realize that
being a perfect mom is an impossible feat, and that's perfectly fine. It's about
embracing our imperfections and learning to laugh along the way. As mothers, we
make mistakes, we forget things, and we stumble, but we always get back up,
dust ourselves off, and continue the journey.

One moment we may be pulling our hair out in frustration, and the next we're
reveling in the sweetness of a child's laughter. It's the messy, unpredictable, and
imperfect moments that make this journey so beautiful. Through the chaos, we
discover a love so deep that it can withstand any storm. We learn to navigate life
with eyes wide open, cherishing the highs and finding strength in the lows.

Building a Support System

While we may be superheroes on our own, we can't deny the importance of a
strong support system. Mom Mania can be overwhelming, and we certainly can't
do it all alone. We are fortunate to have family, friends, and fellow moms who
cheer us on, lend a helping hand, and provide the much-needed support when
the going gets tough.

Building connections with other moms creates a sense of camaraderie and
understanding. Sharing our stories and experiences, laughing at the chaotic
moments, and providing a shoulder to lean on during challenging times, make the
journey of Mom Mania a little less bumpy.

Self-Care: A Must-Have

In the midst of Mom Mania, it's easy to forget about ourselves. We become so
consumed with managing the chaos and taking care of others that we neglect our
own well-being. However, self-care is not an option; it's a necessity.



As mothers, we must prioritize our mental, emotional, and physical health. Taking
breaks, indulging in our passions, seeking help when needed, and setting
boundaries are crucial for our well-being. Remember, we can't pour from an
empty cup. We owe it to ourselves and our loved ones to carve out time for self-
reflection, relaxation, and rejuvenation.

Mom Mania: Worth Every Second

In the end, despite the madness, chaos, and occasional tears, Mom Mania is an
experience that fills our hearts with an immeasurable amount of love and pride.
It's a journey that transforms us, challenges us, and makes us stronger. We
witness our children grow, we create memories that last a lifetime, and we realize
that we are capable of so much more than we ever imagined.

So, embrace the Mom Mania with open arms. Embrace the love, the chaos, and
the beautiful mess that is motherhood. You are doing an incredible job, even in
those moments when you doubt yourself.

Remember, you are not alone in this ride. We are all part of the Mom Mania
community, forever united by the shared experiences of love, laughter, and
chaos. Hold on tight, Wonder Women, because this roller coaster ride is worth
every second.
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FINALIST Tucson Festival of Books Competition

TROPHY AWARD Australian NNAAMI and WAYMI

    Hope and heartbreak describe Diane Dweller’s struggles to improve her
dysfunctional relationship with Dixie, her mother. Dixie has periodic spells that
start with laughter, parties, and shopping. The fun stops when her actions spiral
into manic, bipolar episodes that devastate Diane.

    Will Diane, a scared child, intimidated teen, and insecure adult ever stand up to
Dixie? Or gain her approval? How can Diane let go of negative memories and
change this turbulent mother-daughter relationship? A series of startling events
help Diane discover what works, what doesn’t.

    Informative and inspiring, this poignant memoir of coping and changing
provides hope to others in volatile relationships.

    Includes Book Club Questions and Mental Health Facts, Data and Resources.

EDITORIAL REVIEW

Diane Dweller’s book Mom Mania and Me is an account of her life coping with her
mother Dixie. Her book is a magnificent achievement even for such an
accomplished author.

Growing up in Texas with a doctor father and nurse mother, Diane recounts the
story of great survival against the odds.
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Dixie was the unstoppable ever-on-the-go-party planner and organizer, high in
mania from a bipolar illness. She is organizing everyone, shopping incessantly,
buying cars and speeding everywhere. Diane recounts with passion her mother’s
absurd antics which take a huge toll on family and friends. Diane seeks and finds
ways to escape the trauma of Dixie’s ‘Scary Mom’ outbursts of physical and
emotional abuse.

From a traumatic, devastating, roller coaster ride of a life, Diane manages to gain
greater understanding about her mother. She develops survival behaviors and
discovers significant insights into managing her mother. With greater self-esteem
and confidence she overcomes fears and her burden of pain. By sheer
determination and courage Diane has triumphed over her highly critical mother
who was rarely medication compliant. Diane shares several gems of wisdom.

Diane’s experience highlights significant ways in managing a parent with mental
illness.

Wonderfully written, Diane’s compelling account of her childhood struggle with
her moms’ mania/bipolar illness is highly recommended. Anyone managing a
parent with a mental illness and all those who know someone experiencing
mental illness will appreciate the insights Diane shares with us in ‘Mom, Mania,
and Me.’

Professionals in the fields of Mental Health, Justice, Family Welfare and Family
Violence must read this book.

      - Mr. Paul Mckillop, Convenor of NNAAMI and WAYMI

NNAAMI and WAYMI are Australian organizations offering support to adult and
adolescent children with a mentally ill parent.
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